B l i n d f o l d (Michael Sorkin) C r i t i q u e
/
Hypotaxis Helsinki

CULTURAL CATALOGUE, PLANNING INSTRUMENT
+
RE-INTERPRETATION AND PRESENTATION OF THE
ARCHITECTURE OF THE CURRENT CITY OF HELSINKI

Part 1. - Blindfold Critique

Step 1.

Blindfold Michael Sorkin - architect, critic, competition chairperson.

Step 2.

Take him to a culturally significant piece of Helsinki architecture.

Step 3.

Lead him around the architecture and ask him to critique it as he is
lead around. This critique and journey will be recorded on sound 		
recording equipment and edited to a listenable length

		
		

This process will be repeated multiple times in multiple locations in order
to build up a library of critiques - which double as an aural catalogue of
Helsinki’s architecture
A short list of the types of spaces to be chosen for this exploration are as
follows:
		
- Cultural Buildings (Opera House, Art Galleries, Museums, Church)
		
- Squares / Public Spaces (The Market Square, Harbour Foreshore)
		
- Parks / Botanic Gardens
		
- Helsinki Railway Station
		
- Shops, Cafes
		
- Private Residence (Apartment Buildings, Social Housing,
		
single dwelling)
In other words a cross section of Helsinki

Step 4.

These recordings will then be exhibited around the city - at ‘listening
		posts’ where residents will be able to listen to the critiques.
It becomes a cultural catalogue and can also be used as a planning
instrument by the City of Helsinki.
(The process can also be repeated in the future with local architects,
critic, urbanists and the like in the role of the Blindfolded Critic.)
It offers an alternate reading of the formal, spatial and social space
of Helsinki, its architecture, planning and the reality of this in a particular
moment in time.

Part 2. - Hypotaxis Helsinki
Hypotaxis, n., the linking together of clauses or phrases in a subordinate
relationship, as by using conjunctions; Subordination

A space from a number or each of the critiqued buildings will be chosen
and subjected to a series of further explorations. These explorations will
be set out like clauses in an Hypotactic sentence each one subordinating
or modifying the last.

Step / Clause 1. Listen to blindfold critique, visit site, choose space or
				

series of spaces within the architecture.

Step / Clause 2. Compose piece of music based on the architecture /
				experience of the space.

Step / Clause 3. Give music composition to actors who will be asked to 		
				

treat it as a script to be acted out within the space

Step / Clause 4. Film actors acting out ‘script’ in space,

Step / Clause 5. Combine elements - Music/ Image / Action - edit Film
				

(to length of song / musical composition.)

Step / Clause 6. Repeat for each chosen space.
Step / Clause 7. Combine all ‘Hypotaxis’ films / sentences to create a story
				

of Helsinki.

Step / Clause 8. A public screening of the result.
Here the architecture of Helsinki acts as both stage and inspiration.
Our understanding of a particular space is questioned, and modified,
and the limits of architecture’s capacity as a social and cultural force are
questioned and tested.

